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AN ABSTRACT MODEL OF LINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMATЮNS 
E R I C H BARVÍNEK, Brno1) 
(Received October 14, 1974) 
Owing to the Sturm separation theorem the exact distribution of zeros for integrals 
of 2nd order linear differential equations in the real domain can be described by means 
of certain functions. 
The study of these functions is in a close connection with transformations Y(t) = 
= m(t)y(a(t)) of solutions y and Y of the equations y" = q(t)y and Y" = Q(t)Y. 
These both problems meet in the 3rd order non-linear differential equations of the 
form 
( q , 0 - { M } + * a ' 2 =Q(t). 
The corresponding algebraic behaviour has been described in [1], particularly in 
great detail for both-sided oscillatory equations in R. 
In this paper we present an abstract model which is directly applicable to the just 
mentioned case. The other possible applications can be expected in two directions, 
first for the general case of 2nd order transformations and secondly for the transforma-
tions of nth order lineare quations. 
GENERAL SYMBOLS 
R the set of all real numbers 
Z the set of all integers 
/ : M ~> N surjection of M onto N, here Dom/ = M9 I m / = N 
f:M-+N bijection of M onto N 
f\A restriction of a map / : M -* N to the subset A £ M 
M\f decomposition of M corresponding to the surjection/: M-* N 
\5A$ disjoint union of sets A$ 
*) This work was paгtially written during authoťs stay at the Istituto matematico "UІisse Dini", 
Università degli studi, Firenze. 
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B\rA decomposition of a set B with respect to a group A of permutations 
operating on B, the right-sided cosets decomposition of a group B with 
respect to a subgroup A included 
nA normalizator of a subgroup A in a group .5 defined as the set of all 
xeB such that x~* Ax = A 
%A centre of a group -4 
*_4 centralizator of subgroup A! in a group B defined as the set of all JC € B such 
that xa = ax for all a e A 
Q?j the set of all real functions having the continuous 3rd order derivative 
in an open interval / e R 
lA invertor of a subgroup .A in a group B defined as the set of all x e B such 
that xa = a"ix for all a e A 
]a, b[ open interval a < x < b on R 
[a, b[ semi-open interval a ^ x < b on R 
PARTICULAR SYMBOLS 
8I€ conjugate subgroup to an invariant subgroup 91 in 3 defined by 9I€ = 
= a""1^ for ae(e,( j ) 
*£ for C e <#, q} homomorphism a -> h of <q, q> onto Jf defined by the 
equation Ca = AC, particularly S = *£ for C = Fi 
n<#> £> f° r £ 6 ^> ^ semi-centre of the group <#, #> defined as the inverse image 
of the centre *jf under *£ 
*a automorphism /? -> aT^ct of the group P̂ generated by a e 3̂ 
*w for w e <#> relation in <q, q> x j f defined by the equation w n a = fcw 
for a e <#, g> and k e Jf, particularly homomorphism a -• /: of <?, #> 
into Jf 
l a * ' 3 a"2 
(a, /) Schwarz's derivative equal to - — 
1 ' 2 a' 4 a'2 
(q) differential equation y" = q(t) y with continuous coefficient q(t) in some 
open interval / £ R 
(q> Q) differential equation —{a, t) + q(a) a'2 = Q(t) with continuous q(t) and 
Q(t) in some open intervals 
[y9 z] ordered couple of linearly independent integrals of a differential equa-
tion (q). 
Looking for the abstract gist of Borftvka's theory [1] of 2nd order linear differential 
transformations we can generalize the main lines of that machinery to the following 
model. 
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1. PHASES AND CARRIERS 
Let <p be a group with the unit i and elements a, j8,... etc. We suppose that 5 is 
a subgroup the normalizator n% in P̂ of which fulfils the relation ng = 5-
Recall that the normalizator n9l of a subgroup 91 in P̂ is the set of all elements 
P e^P fulfilling p~l<Up = 91. We can see that the normalizator is the maximal sub-
group in P̂ in which 9t is still normal. 
The right-sided decomposition ^P/r5 to cosets is put in one-to-one correspondence 
with some set of symbols q. It is only a technical detail if we suppose q # 0 for every q 
and if we denote by e the symbol associated with % itself. 
The elements of P̂ are called phases, the symbols q are called carriers. 
We introduce the notation ga = <e, #> for the coset associated with the carrier q. 
The property ng = g allows the notation a~1(8A = <#, Q> for a e ( e , q} and A e 
€ <e, Q>. Then, in fact, there is one-to-one correspondence between the ordered 
pairs of carriers and the sets a""1^. 
Note the relations 
(0 <q, QXQ, 5> = <q, q> 
(ii) <q,Q>~X=<Q,q> 
(iii) (q, Q} = {a 6 <P | a" 1<«7, «?> a = <0, 0>}. 
2. SEMI-PHASES 
Let Jt be a set of elements £, Z, . . . etc. and T : $ -• ^ be a map from Ĵ onto ^ . 
We suppose that a g roups (with the unit i) of permutations operates on Jt and that 
a multiplication Jtty £ ^ is defined which is associative with respect toJf and F, i. e. 
there holds 
(i) A(Ca) = (AQa 
and 
(ii) r(i5a) = (r^)a 
for all A GJf, C e ^ and a, J? e<p. 
Moreover, we suppose that 5 is the maximal subgroup for which there holds 
The maximality property of % is equivalent to the inclusion 3 -̂  5> where 3 = 
= r~l(ri) is an invariant subgroup in g. The elements of Jt are called semi-phases. 
It holds 
(iii) P̂/F = Wr3» i-
e- the decomposition of ty corresponding to the map T is identical 
with the right-cosets decomposition of 3̂ with respect to 3> 
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(iv) the formula Fa = hT\ defines a homomorphism 9 : gf --^-i-jf with the kernel 3 , 
(v) r maps one-to-one the cosets of Ĵ/r3f to the classes JtfC of the decomposition 
JfftJf — if we denote in this way the decompositions corresponding to some 
group of permutations. 
This last assertion allows the notation <0, q) = Tie, q) so that M = U<0, q). 
Inside any coset <e, q) we have one-to-one map <e, q>/r3 i <0, #>. 
(vi) The equation C« = AZ reads: 
a) for each t>e(0,q), ZeiO.Q) and a e <?, (>> there exists h e Jf such that 
the equation holds, 
b) if for some Ce<0, q}, Ze(0,Q), ae^P and A e # the equation holds, 
then a e (q, Q). 
Note that for every ieM there is d = C and the multiplication is M<$ = ^#. 
3. BASES 
Let St be a set of elements u, i>,... etc. and a map A : Si — • Jl be defined. We 
suppose that a group Jf (with the unit j) of permutations operates on 3 and that 
there exists a homomorphism 0 : Cff —•• #£ with the kernel Ker 0 =$ such that 
St\A = dlltdt, where on the left there is the decomposition of St corresponding to the 
map A and on the right there is the right-cosets decomposition of S8 with respect to St. 
Let us suppose that Aku = hAu9 where h = 0k, holds for any k e Jf and ueSt. 
Moreover, we suppose the existence of a multiplication St • ty £ Jf which is 
associative with respect to A, i.e. it holds J(w a a) = (./Jw)a for every ae^J and 
The elements of St are called bases. Then there holds 
(i) A maps one-to-one St\tX onto M\t3tf. 
We can introduce the notation <#> = A~\0, q). Inside every class <#> we have 
(qyirSt —> <0, <7>, a one-to-one map, 
(ii) the equation una = kU is to be read as follows: 
a) for every u e <#>, Ue <£>>, a e (q, Q) there exists k e j f such that the equation 
holds, 
b) if for some we<#>, Ue(Q), ae*p and .keJf the equation holds, then 
«e<?,e>. 
4. DISPERSIONS 
The elements of the group <#> <7> are also called dispersions of the carrier q. 
(i) For ae<e, <?> the group 3q = *~
l3<* = <q> tf> d° e s n°t depend on a but on q 
only and is invariant in <<7, q>. We call the group 3q nucleus of the carrier q. 
The elements (p of3q are also called nuclear dispersions of q. They can be character-
ized by the relation (<p = ( for every £ e <O, q). 
(ii) For every a e <e, q> the group \q9 q} ~ a~~
lsga ^ <q> q> is the centre of the 
group <q, q>. The representation does not depend on a but only on q. 
Of course, the central dispersions q> e 3<q„ q> are characterized by the relation 
Pep = (pp for every p e <q, q>. 
(iii) A dispersion <p e <q, q> is called semi-central if for every P e <q, q> and some 
(and then for every) C e <O, q} there holds £<pp = £/ty>. 
The set *<q, q> of all semi-central dispersions corresponding to the carrier q is an 
invariant subgroup in <q, q>. We call it semi-centre corresponding to q. 
For every a e <e, q> we have \q, q> = a"1 *ga. We can prove that cp e \q, q} 
iff for some (and equivalently for every) C e <O, q> there exists h e hjf (centre ofMf) 
such that £<P = .hC-
Another characterization is the following one: it is (pe\q,q} iff for every /?e 
€ <<7> q> there exists y e3q such that <pp = y/ty. 
Note that there holds 
3„, '<?. <7> s 3 , •<?, ?> £ \q, q> s <?, ?>• 
5. HOMOMORPHISMS *C 
For each fixed £ e <O, q> the equation £0 = hC defines a homomorphism 
*£ : <q, q> - ^ ^ -^ with the kernel 3q. Thus we have the isomorphism <#, #>/3€ = **. 
For every fixed £ e <O, q> there holds %"lQ3#>) = *<q> ?> and thus we have the 
isomorphism \q, q}l3q = ^ . In particular there is3 g = \q, q} iff
 aJf = {*}. 
In the following table there are special subroups of ^ in the first row and their 
inverse images in the second row: 
SJľ w ЧKq,q> *Ж зť 
џr-l 3, 34ä<?,?> \q,q> <q,q> 
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For the classification the position of *£ Kq> q> in {/} £ % *<?, q> £ s^f is of 
some importance. 
We have four cases: 
I. toc*Cl<*ff>c,jr 
II. {i}-%Kq>q>^%* 
HI. {O c*C*<q>q>=*^ 
iv. {i} = *V<a,q>=%* 
These cases can be characterized more directly by the following table: 
I. 3 , <=3f •<*,*> *="<»•*> 
ii. Kq,q>^3q<=Xq>q> 
in . 3qcz3qKq>q>^\q>q> 
iv. Kq>q>^3q~\q>q> 
Note that we have the isomorphism Sq Kq> q>!3q = % Kq> q>-
6. ABELIAN RELATIONS 
Let 91 be an invariant subgroup in g. Then the dispersions rj 6 21, 9 e2l€=jS"^/? 
for j? e <e, #> and the phases a of any coset of the decomposition <e, #>/r
z2l n 5 
fulfil the Abelian relation cup = ;»/a in the following sense: *a is an isomorphism of 21 
onto 2I€ which is independent on a. Here *a is the map 7 -» a ' ^ a . 
In particular the Abelian relations are fulfilled by 
(i) the dispersions r\ e3> <P e3q
 a n d a 1a each class of <e, q>/r
z3 n (5> 
(ii) the dispersions r\ e ag, <p e *<#, #> and a e <e, q>, 
(iii) the dispersions tj e *g, <p e *<#, #> and a in each class of (e, q>\x
 z*3 n g. 
7. RELATION *«. 
For every fixed a e <#> the equation u a ft = ku defines a relation *« in <#, q> x Jf. 
(i) For each j? e3q>ue(q> there exists ̂  e ^ such that u a p = ku. On the contrary, 
if 1/ D/? = ku holds for some flefy,ue(q> and A: e ^ , then/?e3q-
(ii) For each fie3qKq>q>, ue(q> there exists fce 0""
19*g such that uap = ku. 
Conversely if uafi^ku holds for some fiefy, ue(q> and ke &~x&*%, then 
Pe39Kq>q>. 
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(iii) For every pe\q,q), ue<q) there exists ke0"uJf such that uafi =ku. 
Similarly if for some Pe% ue(q} and i e e " u / there is uap =ku, then 
p€\q,q). 
It is evident that to obtain a map *w instead of a relation, some additional axioms 
about the multiplication 3S n^J £ $S are needed-see later. 
8. MAPPINGS EQUIVALENT TO T. 
The set of all carriers defines univocally the decompositions 8S = U <Q) and 
Q 
Jt = U<0, (>>. But there are many decompositions to right cosets of Ĵ and each 
Q 
of them can play the same role like P̂/r3f. To every fixed carrier q we can assign the 
decomposition P̂/r<<7, q). Then we have one-to-one correspondence between the set 
of all carriers and the set of decompositions. 
The decomposition ^J/r<q, q> depends on q but does not depend on a fixed C e 
6 <0, q). If we retain the symbol C also for the map C - V —+• ^, where for each 
a e ̂ J we have a -* C<*> then the map C has essentially the same properties like T. 
That means the multiplication Jtty c j( is associative with respect to C and there 
exists the maximal subgroup <q, q) for which C<<7> q) = ^C-
Then we have ĴJ/C = P̂/r3«i» C« = K defines the homomorphism *C: <q, q)^^Jf 
with the kernel 3« > C maps one-to-one the cosets of ^P/r<#, q> to the classes of Jl\ttf 
and there holds C<q, Q> = <0, Q). 
We can see that there exist exactly card Jf mappings C for C e <0, q) which give 
the same decomposition Wr<#, #>• 
Let us note that the group Jf has a very special property: if AXC = A2C holds for 
some fixed C e Jf and ht ,h2eJf, then Ai = A2. 
9. ADDITIONAL SUPPOSITIONS 
Henceforth we suppose that the multiplication SS a Ĵ £ gs is associative with 
respect to Jf and ^S, i.e. there holds k(u a a) = (fcw) a a and w n (POL) = (w a f}) a a 
for every fc 6 Jf, w € 0S and a, /? e %. 
Moreover, we suppose that the group Jf has, like the group Jf, a very special 
property: if for some fixed ue0S and any ki,k2eJf there is ktu = fc^, then kt = fc2. 
Then we can see that the multiplication is 3S a ty = 0S and for every u e <#> the 
equation u a a = fcw defines the homomorphism *« : <#, g> -^-*- Jf. 
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We suppose finally that for every u e 31 the group Im *w is independent of u and 
equals X'. This is equivalent to the affirmation that X' is invariant in X. 
Let JSf be a subgroup in X with the properties &X' = X and «£? n Jf' = {j}. 
The multiplication 08 a <P = Jf is naturally related with the sets 08'(u) = 
= {u D a | a 6^3} for every fixed ue0S. Then for each k e X and u e 08 we have 
A:^'(u) = #'(kw). 
It holds 08'(v) = •#'(") iff v e ^'(t/) and thus {@'(u)}uem is a decomposition of 08. 
Let us recall that <#> = Xu for every fixed u e <q>. 
Note that 01'(u) == u o$ and ^ = Xu a ty for every fixed w e l 
We deal with two decompositions 01 = U <q> = U Jf u and ^ = U W D $ . 
For any fixed w e <q> the intersection (Jf u) n (w n 3̂) consists of those elements i? 
which satisfy the equation kv = v a a. Hence a e <q, q> and k e X'. We can see 
that this intersection is X'u = «•( ./, q>. 
By the way, u a $ = U u a <q, Q> where u e <#> is fixed. Similarly <q> = Xu = 
(2 
= U \X'k) u where the disjoint union ranges over the cosets X'k of the factor-
X'ke X/X' 
group. 
Hence 09 = U ((jf'k) u) • p̂ and we can see that the number of all classes 
X'keX/X' 
v a Ĵ = 08'(v) equals the number of the cosets of the factorgroup X\X' or of the 
elements of .£?, since J.5? and X\X' are isomorph. 
10. PSEUDONORMS 
Let G be a group (with the unit 1) such that there exists a monomorphism 
li: X\X' -> G. 
For every k e X'k we define the pseudonorm | k \ by the formula | k \ = ju(X'k). 
Then the map k -> | k j is a homomorphism of X into G with the kernel X'. Two 
permutations klyk2eX have the same pseudonorm if and only if they are in the 
same coset ofX\X'. Particularly the elements k e X' have the pseudonorm | k \ = 1. 
For every v € ((X'k) u) a ty we define (with respect to some fixed ue 38) the pseudo-
norm | v | setting | v | = | k |. 
We can see that two bases vuv2e08 have the same pseudonorm if and only if they 
are in the same class of the decomposition {((X'k) u) aty}jrkex/x'- Particularly all 
the bases v e (X'u) a S0 have the pseudonorm j v | = 1. 
The bases and the permutations with the pseudonorm equal to 1 can be called 
unimodular ones. 
Note that for every v e 0i and k e X there holds | to | = | * || t> |. 
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The group Im \i of pseudonorms is isotfiorph with the group jSf. I.e. the elements 
of S£ can be chosen as the representatives °f all pseudonorms. 
As a very simple application of pseudonyms we introduce the following assertion: 
the equation v a a = kv holds iff | v\ = \k\ \v\. Particularly the bases v9 v are trans-
formable by the formula t̂  = ^ • a iff 11? | ^̂  | ^ J. 
11. HOMOMORPHISMS *u 
Let u e <q> be fixed. It is important that the following diagram is commutative 
(C = A") 
<q, q) ^ ^ 
X' /* 
There holds *£ = Q *u on <q, q> and hence 
(i) 0 is an epimorphism of X' onto X 
Ker *u c 3_ 
*w3, <=^(=Ker0) . 
(ii) 
(iii) 
We can see that 
1° v = uay=>*u = *v*y and Ker *v = *y Ker *u (*y is the map a -> y""1^), 
2° v = ku=>*u = k'
1 *vk and Ker *v = Ker *u, 
3° *t; = *u iff v e (ZX') u, where zJf' is the centralizator of Jf' in X. Recall that 
zjf' is the set of all k e X such that kk' = k'k for each k' e X'. Note that for the 
centre *X of Jf there holds *X c 2jf'. 
In the following table there are special subgroups of <q, q) in the first row and 
their images under *u are in the second row: 
£ <q, q> Ker *u з, З Д f . î ) "<ł.í> <q,q> 
*u 0} ЛГ'nðł J f л í - ^ C ^ , ? ) ) Г п - 1 ' / #• 
Note that i? s ;#, .S? is invariant in Jf, there holds ^Jf' = Jf and we have the 
isomorphisms 
(iv) 3,/Ker * « s / ' n « S «/-?. 
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The equation *£ =- Q *U implies the following relations 
<v) Ker * « c 3 ? = V \X' n <#), 
(vi) Kq, qy £ *u"\X' n *JT) <= *M"
l i jr ' c \qy qy = • w "
1 ^ ' , 
where 
nx' = (0/jr,)"*1§^r, 
(vii) J T n *JT s 5JT, 
(viii) X' n ^ , *JT s nX' = X' n*X 
where 
*JT = @-lsJf, 
(ix) « , ' . / £ nx, 
(x) JT/^ S Jf s JT7(JT' n <#). 
12. FINAL REMARKS 
We have seen that the central dispersions behave well with respect to the Abelian 
relations in the following sense: for cp e *<q, qy, r\ e sg and all a e <e, qy there holds 
the relation ocq> = rja, i.e. the map .7 -* a""1^ is an isomorphism of *% onto *<#> #> 
which does not depend on a e <e, #>. 
We have also seen that the nuclear dispersions behave well under the homo-
morphism *u in the following sense: for any fixed u e <#> and k e X' n 0t the equation 
u u cp = ku is fulfilled exactly by one class of the factorgroup 3d/Ker *u. Particularly 
the dispersions cp e Ker *u form the solution of the equation u u q> = u independently 
on u e <#>. 
If u u(x = feu holds, where fee X' n *JT, then the equation v u a = fev holds 
for every basis v = .few, where fe ranges over JT. 
Vice versa, if the equation v u a = fev holds for every basis v e <#>, then k e 
€ JT' n *JT. 
Hence the group *W~1(JT' n *JT) £ <#, qy is independent of we<#>, i.e. the 
dispersions a e *u" i(X' n *JT) are characterized by the property that for each such a 
there exists a fc e JT' n sjT such that w o a = £w holds for every w e <#>. 
Certainly, particular cases like 
(i) JT n *JT = JT' n M, or 
(ii) *JT = 3t and *jf = {/}, or 
P ) 3,-•<**> =»"<*,*> 
can be important. 
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